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DEGREES

Doctor of Fine Arts                                        WOODIE KING, JR.
Doctor of Fine Arts                                        JAMES FORTIER STUART
Doctor of Humanities                                      EDITH LUCY BROCKLESBY TURNER
Doctor of Humane Letters                                  GREGORY HOWARD WILLIAMS

Degrees Conferred October 23, 1999

Bachelor of Arts

BOHDAN IVAN CHROBAK  Cleveland  Mathematics
HENRY L. CURTIS II  Cleveland  Business Economics
BRENDAN DRURY GALLAGHER  Columbia, Maryland  Special — Entrepreneurial Studies
JASON ROBERT HAMANN  Rocky River  Communication Studies
SYED WASI HASSAN  Karachi, Pakistan  Economics
VASIOLOIOS KATSAVRIAS  Strongsville  Philosophy
CRAIG SCOTT LISTON  Youngstown  Computer Science
JARED REIS McKEE  Plymouth, Massachusetts  History
MEGAN DYAN McKinney  Sidney  Political Science
JOSHUA ISAIAH PETRASH  Kensington, Maryland  Communication Studies
DEIDTRA RENEE REID  Maple Heights  Communication Studies
EVAN DAVID SIMPSON  Stony Brook, New York  Black Studies
MARSHA AUDREY ELAINE SIMPSON  Hempstead, New York  Black Studies
SYLVESTER STEWART SLAUGHTER  Orrville  History
LINDSEY M. WALSH  Middleport, New York  Spanish
CHRISTOPHER REED WRIGHT  Orrville  Sociology
ANDREW NEWELL YANCHUNAS  Longmont, Colorado  Mathematics

Bachelor of Music

SARAH ELIZABETH FORD  Harwich, Massachusetts  Performance
Degrees Conferred May 15, 2000

Bachelor of Arts

YASER OMAR AL-NIMR  Amman, Jordan  Business Economics
ANNALISE ALBRIGHT  Granville  Theatre  Honors
ABDI NOOR ALI*  Portland, Maine  Political Science
JAMES KENYON ANDERSON  Clyde  Communication Studies
JOSHUA WADE ANDERSON  Dowagiac, Michigan  Philosophy  Honors
PETER WELLS PETERSEN ANDERSON  Lexington, Kentucky  Religious Studies  Honors
RICHARD KENNETH ANDERSON*  Naples, Florida  English
SARAH ANN ANTEL  Mantua  Psychology
BENJAMIN MICHAEL ARNOLD  Mansfield  Chemistry
JULIA RIXEN ASSMUS  Hanover, New Hampshire  English
UMAIR AZIZ*  Clifton, Karachi, Pakistan  Computer Science
GAYAN CHAMINDRA BANDARA  Dubai, United Arab Emirates  Chemistry
MATTHEW MACE BARBEE  Arlington, Virginia  English
RUDD JUDSON BARE III  Bath  Biology
ARDITH COLLEEN BARROW*  Dayton  Biology
SHANE MATTHEW BARTHOLOMEW  Chardon  Mathematics
DAVID MICHAEL BARTLETT*  Greenville, Pennsylvania  Psychology
NATHANIEL CHRISTIAN BAYER  Hagerstown, Maryland  Business Economics
STEPHEN PAUL BAYUK  Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
LEAH BROOKE BECKI  Bethel Park, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
MEGHAN PAULA BELKOT  Westerville  Anthropology
JOSEPH WILLIAM BELYUSAR  Poland  Special — Sports Medicine
EVAN MCKEE BERLINER  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Geology
SHAWN TARA BERNER*  Wooster  Spanish
AKHIL BHALLA  Calcutta, India  Biology  Honors
KIRSTEN ELIZABETH BLAKE  Erie, Pennsylvania  History  Honors
KATIE LYNN BOMBA  Mount Vernon  English
KRISTINA MARIE BOND  Huber Heights  Biology
GEOFFREY ALLAN BONVALLET  Westerville  Physics  Honors
HEATHER M. BRAINARD  Grafton  Psychology
MATTHEW BAUGHMAN BROCK  Akron  Economics
CARLY ANNE BRONSON  Moreland Hills  Political Science
AMY RICHHELLE BROWN  Akron  English
DENISE MARIE BROWN  Calabash, North Carolina  Chemistry  Honors
KEVIN J. BROWN  Doylestown  Special — Sports Medicine
MARGARET AMELIA BUCKINGHAM  Boylston, Massachusetts  Communication Sciences and Disorders
KATHERINE ANNA BUCKLEY  Wilmington  Political Science
ROBERT JOSEPH BUCKLEY  Middlefield  Computer Science
ADAM JOSEPH BUDD  Wooster  Theatre / English  Honors
HEIDI KAY ELIZABETH BUFFINGTON  Erie, Pennsylvania  Biology
SARA ELIZABETH BULTMAN  Harbor Springs, Michigan  Spanish
CARLYE ANN BURCHETT  Winchester, Kentucky  History  Honors
MARGARET HANSEL BURGER  Urbana, Illinois  Art History
MATTHEW MARK BURGER  Massillon  Political Science  Honors
JACOB ORIN BURT  Wyoming  History  Honors
JULIE KING BUSS  Cleveland Heights  Biochemistry
STACY RENEE CAMERON  Conway, Arkansas  Political Science
JUSTINE ALEXANDRIA CARR  Foothill Ranch, California  Black Studies
LISA MARIE CARTER  South Euclid  Mathematics
ROSE ANTOINETTE CARTER  Shaker Heights  English
DAVID ROBERT CELEBREZZE  Columbus  Sociology
SRIDHAR CHANDRAMOULI  Juhu Mumbai, India  Physics
REBECCA ADELE CLARK  Twinsburg  Political Science
RYAN ELIZABETH CLARK  Oxford, Michigan  Communication Studies  Honors
EVA RACHAEL CLARKE  Marietta  Studio Art
MARJORIE J. CLAYMAN  Copley  English / History  Honors
PARKER COFFMAN  Lexington, Massachusetts  History
AMANDA COOK  Cleveland  Geology
NICCOLE CRYSTAL COOK  Brooklyn Heights  History  Honors
ALLISON MARLIES CORNETT  Kendallville, Indiana  Geology  Honors
AMANDA C. COUTURE  Indianapolis, Indiana  Philosophy  Honors
CHRISTEN MARIE COYLE  Upper Arlington  Spanish  Honors
   The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
JASON EDWARD CRAWFORD  Logan, West Virginia  Classical Studies
VAUGHN ELIZABETH CRAWFORD  Houston, Texas  Psychology
CORT GEOFFREY CUNNINGHAM  North East, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
TOMISLAV CVJETKOVIC  Caracas, Venezuela  Business Economics
RYAN LOUIS DANSAK  Irwin, Pennsylvania  English
KATHERINE RUTH DAVEY  Lyndhurst  Communication Sciences and Disorders
CHANDA NICOLE DAWSON  Brooklyn, New York  Political Science
TODD CRAIG DeLONG  North Lewisburg  Urban Studies
HOLLY NICOLE DEEDS  Newark  Political Science  Honors
MEGAN LEIGH DISHONG  Amesville  Anthropology  Honors
CHARLIE RICHARD DIVINE  Jefferson  Economics  ♦
DITA DOBROSHI  Akron  Biochemistry / Studio Art – Honors
CRAIG STEPHEN DORER*  Rockaway, New Jersey  Theatre
JOHN DAVID DRISCOLL  Shreve  Biology
JESSICA ERIN DUPLAGA  Broadview Heights  French  Honors
NICHOLAS BRANDON DuVALL  Middle Point  Biochemistry  Honors
KATHERINE GRACE DUGAN  Washington, D.C.  Communication Studies
LAURA ANN DUNN*  South Royalton, Vermont  Religious Studies
JOHN CALVIN ELLENWOOD  Sylvania  Psychology  ♦
SEAN JASON ENGLISH  Houston, Texas  Physics  Honors
ALLISON LEE ERK  Louisville, Kentucky  Communication Studies
SHOAIB FARHAT  Karachi, Pakistan  Mathematics
AMY ELIZABETH FARLEY  Yarmouth, Maine  Religious Studies
CHERYL RENEE FARNEY  Rochester, New York  Classical Studies / Theatre – Honors
ALADIN BERNARD FERIAN III  Berea  Chemistry
ADRIENNE MARIE FERRARO  Macedonia  Political Science  Honors
  The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd
RHIANNON LEE FINK  Polk  Anthropology / Theatre — Dance Track  Honors
MAURA ANNE FINN  Glenshaw, Pennsylvania  Religious Studies / Art History  Honors
CAROLYN RENEE FIRCHAK  Newark, Delaware  Communication Sciences and Disorders
KAREN L. FISCHER  Webster, New York  Psychology
EMILY SUSAN FLEMING  Westlake  Political Science
KAREN LYNN FOSTER  Rochester, New York  History  ♦
DAVID JON FRANCIS  Canfield  English  Honors
JONATHAN JONES FREEMAN  Blacksburg, Virginia  Psychology
FRANK PAUL GALATI III  Sharon, Pennsylvania  History  ♦
KEATHUN KELLOGGS GALE  West Palm Beach, Florida  Black Studies
REBECCA VAUGHN GARDNER  Willoughby Hills  Political Science
BENJAMIN ADAM GARTRELL  Dover  Chemistry
JANA LYNN GENZEN  Cleveland  Women’s Studies
ERIN MICHELLE GERTZ  Millersburg  Psychology
CHAUDHRY ISHTIAQ GHAFOOR  Distt. Gujrat, Pakistan  Economics / Philosophy
ELIZABETH KATHERINE GILL  Louisville, Kentucky  Cultural Area Studies  Honors
JENNIFER LAURA GLADDEN  Glenview, Illinois  Communication Sciences and Disorders
MICHAEL DAVID GLUCK  Rittman  Geology
KEVIN PAUL GODBURN  Meriden, Connecticut  Communication Studies
JASON EMERSON GODWIN  Powell  History
MAXIM NIKOLAYEVICH GOLOUBEV  Grodno, Belarus  Business Economics
MOLLY SUE GORDON  Wooster  Psychology
NUPUR GOYAL  Bombay, India  Communication Sciences and Disorders
AMY LYNN GRAHAM  Amherst  Chemistry  Honors
WENDY COLLEEN GRAHAM  Clifton, Virginia  International Relations
JACQUELYN MARIE GRAY  Fostoria  Political Science / Economics
SCOTT CAMERON GREENAWAY  Medfield, Massachusetts  Studio Art – Honors / Biology
LINDSAY LEYBURN GROSS  Midland, Michigan  Sociology
KRISTEN ELIZABETH HALL  Dundee, New York  Urban Studies
STEPHANIE JOAN HAMMER  Hartville  Studio Art
RYAN ANDREW HANSON*  Chagrin Falls  Geology
TIMOTHY ROBERT HARRISON  Durham, North Carolina  History
JARROD S. HARTZLER  Wooster  Art History
MARIJKE SUZANNA HARTZLER  Wooster  English
JENNIFER LEAH HAYMAN  Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts  Psychology
The Dan F. Lockhart Award
DAVID MICHAEL HEISSERER*  Saint Paul, Minnesota  Studio Art
KATHERINE SUZANNE HERSHOFF  Elmhurst, Illinois  Cultural Area Studies
SARAH PAIGE HIBLER  Saxtons River, Vermont  History
NORMAN DAVID HIRSCHY  Hudson  German Language and Literature  Honors
KATHRYN MICHELLE HOFFMAN  Delaware  English
MATHEW EDWIN HOLM  Elyria  Philosophy
ANDREW JOSEPH HOLMES  Cincinnati  Communication Studies
LUKE PAUL HOMITSKY  Cranberry, Pennsylvania  Studio Art
MEGAN FAIRFIELD HOOKER  Flagstaff, Arizona  Geology
ALEXANDER McLANE HOPKINS*  Baltimore, Maryland  Computer Science
CARMEN JEAN HOTVEDT  Helena, Montana  Religious Studies  Honors
ERICA LAIN HOUSE  Lexington, Kentucky  French
ADAM SCOTT HOWARTH  Rochester Hills, Michigan  Theatre
ELIZABETH JANE HUFFMAN  Rocky River  History
RACHEL CAROL HUNTER  Richmond, Indiana  Theatre / Religious Studies
MARY BETH IMMORMINO  Highland Heights  Anthropology
STACY KAY INGRAHAM  Middletown  English
GAUTAM JAGGI  Calcutta, India  Economics
ANNA ELIZABETH JENKS  Barrington, Illinois  Political Science  Honors
ANGEL MARIE JERNIGAN  Millersburg  English
ALLISON BELL JOHNSON  Silver Bay, New York  Communication Studies
ALISON MacKENZIE JONES*  Fort Worth, Texas  Communication Studies
JAMES ANDREW JONES  Wooster  English
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE  Hebron  Spanish / Anthropology  Honors
CHRISTINE MARGARET JUDD  Northfield  Spanish
NICOLE DAWN KAMMER  Shreve  Anthropology
GEORGETTE MARIE KATSAVRIAS  Strongsville  Communication Studies
SHIV SIDDHANT NARAYAN KAUL  Calcutta, India  Computer Science / Economics  Honors
GRACE KEGERI  Nairobi, Kenya  Political Science
RYAN J. S. KERR  Wooster  Biochemistry
PATRICK R. KINDIG  Clinton  Communication Studies
ELIZABETH ANNE KING  Berlin Center  English / Women's Studies
MATTHEW REED KING  Indianapolis, Indiana  English  Honors
CHEMELI TUIYA KIPKORIR*  Nairobi, India  English
TIMOTHY GEORGE KISCOE  Medina  English
ANTHONY FRANK KLONOWSKI  Massillon  Psychology
CHARLES STEPHEN KNAPKE  Fort Recovery  International Relations
JEANNE JEAN KOSINSKI  Newark  Psychology
MICHAEL PATRICK KRACKENBERGER  Skokie, Illinois  Classical Studies / Archaeology
PETER JAMES KURTY  Brattleboro, Vermont  Psychology
DOUGLAS EDWARD LADITKA  Chesterland  Communication Studies
IAN JAMES LAUER  Nashport  Chemistry  The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd
ABIGAIL MARIE LEAR  Alliance  Sociology
TONDA VICTORIA LEE  Washington, D.C.  Urban Studies  Honors
JENNIFER ANNE LEETE  Saint Paul, Minnesota  Mathematics – Honors / Chemistry
REBECCA ALEXANDRIA LEONARD  Wooster  Art History
NICHOLAS GLADSTONE LEWELLEN  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Chemistry  Honors
REBECCA ANNE LIETZ  Cuyahoga Falls  Sociology
JON LUCAS LINDBERG  Cleveland Heights  History  Honors
NELLIKA ANN LITTLE  Peshawar NWFP, Pakistan  Special — Religion and Art History  Honors
MIRANDA IRENE LOFLIN  Oberlin  Geology
JAY MARTIN MacGREGOR  Mason City, Iowa  Biochemistry  Honors
AMANDA JO MAGDIC  Ligonier, Pennsylvania  Psychology
MATTHEW STEVEN MAHAFFEY  Westerville  Business Economics
.The William A. Galpin Award, 2nd
BENJAMIN ROBERT MAIBACH  Wooster  Business Economics
SANAM GHAZANFAR MALAK  Lahore, Pakistan  Business Economics
GEORGE VICTOR MALMGREN IV  Hinsdale, Illinois  Mathematics
HEIDI ELIZABETH MANDEVILLE  Wooster  Biology
BRIAN RICHARD MANNAL  Centerville, Massachusetts  Religious Studies
JAMIE LYNN MAPES  East Grand Rapids, Michigan  English
THOMAS JOSEPH MARCHIO II  Charleston, West Virginia  Religious Studies
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL MARKLE  Kensington, Maryland  Psychology
SHAWN DERRICK MARKS  Warrensville  Economics
WHITNEY BROOKE MARSH  Shaker Heights  Sociology  Honors
JASON LYNN MARTIN  Shelby  Studio Art
JULIE CHRISTINE MARTIN  South Portland, Maine  Biology  Honors
NICOLE ROSE MARTINO  Monroeville, Pennsylvania  Communication Sciences and Disorders
FRANK D. MASCOLA  Struthers  Sociology
CHRISTOPHER THEODORE MATSOS  Wooster  Theatre  Honors
CRYSTAL LYNN MAYLE  Canton  Chemistry
RYAN PATRICK McALLISTER  Orrville  Geology
KELLY MCKEELLEEN McFAULAND  Cuyahoga Falls  History
CAREY RENEE McGILLIARD  Blacksburg, Virginia  Mathematics  Honors
BERNARD LEO McGINLEY III  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  History
KAGAN MCKITTRICK  Trumansburg, New York  Studio Art
DAVID MOORE MILLER  Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania  Philosophy
GALEN GWIN MILLER  Wooster  Business Economics
JESSICA LEIGH MILLER  Hamden, Connecticut  Chemistry
JILL ELAINE MILLER  Jefferson  Biology
NICOLE MARIE MILLER  Cleveland  Special — Multicultural Child Advocacy
JOHN ROBERT MILLIKEN  Toledo  Philosophy  Honors
BRIAN KENNETH MIROUS  Woodridge, Illinois  Chemistry
ATEESHA FARAH MOHAMED  Couva, Trinidad and Tobago  Business Economics  Honors
ERICA CLARK MOLLIVER  Baltimore, Maryland  English
ERICA JIN MOSER*  Shrewsbury, Massachusetts  Sociology
CAROLINE ELIZABETH MULCAHY  Chagrin Falls  Theatre
ALLISON A. MURFIN  Hudson  History  ☐
JULIA CATHERINE MUSSON  North Ridgeville  Biology  Honors
JOSEPH WENDELL MYERS JR.  Newark  Communication Studies
AMENA JUNAID NABI  Karachi, Pakistan  Economics
KIMBERLY ALLYN NADIN  North Royalton  Psychology
LARA YODER NAFZIGER  Evergreen, Colorado  International Relations
SARAH MENDENHALL NAGELBUSH  Big Rapids, Michigan  English
JASON AKIN NAPPIER  Columbus  Psychology
SMITA NARAYAN  Bombay, India  Mathematics / Chemistry  Honors
MUHAMMED AHMED NASIR WARRAICH  Lahore Cantt, Lahore, Pakistan  Business Economics
KATHRYN STEFANYA NEDEROSTEK  Hudson  Psychology
WILLIAM CLUE NETHERO  Jeromesville  Chemistry
AMANDA CHRISTINE NEWMAN  Ashland, Virginia  Communication Studies
MATTHEW COLIN NIERENBERG  Newtown, Pennsylvania  Sociology
RYAN CHRISTOPHER OATES  Bellville  Geology
JANNA MARIE OTTO  Wooster  Biology
JANAK PAREKH  Calcutta, India  Computer Science
The William A. Galpin Award, 1st
BRYAN JASON PARTRIDGE  Bloomfield Hills, Michigan  English
MATTHEW SCOTT PATSCH  Medina  Political Science
ADEN RUSSEL PAVKOV  Doylestown  Business Economics  Honors
KATHERINE GAIL PEASE  Rocky River  Philosophy  Honors
RYAN T. PEDON  Columbus  Communication Studies
KAYSA JANE PELOFSKE  Milwaukuee, Oregon  Psychology
JENNIFER LYNN PENROD  Chardon  Chemistry
CHAD M. PETERMAN  Dennison  History  ☐
MARGARET ANNE PETT  Erie, Pennsylvania  History
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MATTHEW JOSEPH PETTINELLI  Dublin  Communication Studies
KATHRYN ELIZABETH PIERCE  Westerville  Business Economics
CAITLIN ANN PINE*  Minneapolis, Minnesota  Black Studies / Political Science
CONSTANCE SUSAN PIONTKOWSKI  Brecksville  Mathematics
LAURIE JEAN POINDEXTER  Toledo  Anthropology
JOHN JOSEPH POLLACK*  Berea  Music
JODY KEITH PRICE  Ashland  Philosophy
KATHRYN ANN PRICE  East Liverpool  Art History  Honors
EDWARD L. PRIESAND*  Beachwood  English
LOIC COSTON PRITCHETT  Washington, D.C.  History
ADAM GABRIEL PUSHKAS  Potomac, Maryland  Communication Studies
JAMES D. PUTMAN  Canton  Biology
SRIDHARAN RAMAN  Mumbai Maharashtha, India  Mathematics / Computer Science
SARA BETH RANCE  Canandaigua, New York  Russian Studies
KAUSHIK RATHI  Calcutta, India  Business Economics
ADAM JOSEPH RATLIFF  Cincinnati  Sociology
REGINALD RAY JR.  Norton  Art History
AMANDA TAYLOR REARICK  Gahanna  Business Economics
ELIZABETH CONRAD REITER  Wadsworth  English  Honors
PAUL THOMAS RICHLOVSKY  Seven Hills  English
COLLEEN ROBERTS  Batavia  Communication Studies
ELIZABETH ANN RUNDORFF  Hermitage, Pennsylvania  Studio Art
VICTORIA ALDYTH RUSS  Great Falls, Virginia  Studio Art
RACHEL ANN RUTHERFORD  Houston, Texas  Studio Art
ERIN MAUREEN RYAN  Rutland, Vermont  Business Economics
MARIE CHRISTINE SALUPO  Euclid  English  Honors
DAVID HERBERT SANBORN  Amherst  Philosophy
MRINALINI SANYAL  Columbus  International Relations
NICHOLAS PETER SANYK  North Olmsted  History
KRISHNA SARBADHIKARI  Penfield, New York  Anthropology  Honors
CHRISTIAN GERARD SAULNIER  Norwood, Massachusetts  Communication Studies
KRISTY LYNN SCHAVOLT  Twinsburg  Biochemistry
NATHAN DANIEL SCHIFFRIK  Cleveland  Physics
WILLIAM P. SCHOFER  Avon  Communication Studies
ADAM MICHAEL SCHWARTZ  Akron  English
JODY LYNN SCHWEITZER  Lakewood  Biology
NICOLE LYN SCOTT  Lexington  English
CAROLYN MARIE SEKERAK  Parma  Communication Studies
LAKSHMI SHARMA  New Delhi, India  Computer Science
SCOTT OLIVER SHEETS  Columbus  English  Honors
BABER SIDIQUI  Karachi, Pakistan  Business Economics
GARRETT AUSTIN SIEGERS  Singapore, Japan  International Relations
DAVID J. SILVESTRI  Wooster  Biology
ARADHNA SINGH  Calcutta, India  Studio Art
AMEE GNANENDRA SINHA  New Hyde Park, New York  Political Science
TIMOTHY COLLINS SIR LOUIS  Medina  Physics
KATHERINE ANNE HARTMAN SMITH  Reston, Virginia  Women's Studies
SARAH ELIZABETH SMITH  New Canaan, Connecticut  English
BRYAN JAMES SOLOMON  Birmingham  History
ELIZABETH MARIE SOMRACK  Newbury  Communication Sciences and Disorders
BEATRIZ ELISA SOTO-DIAZ  ElRosal Caracas, Venezuela  Anthropology
EMILY GREER SPICER  Gambrills, Maryland  Psychology
HEATHER ANNE STAUFFER  Cleveland  Spanish
NEVIN WILLIAM STEINMANN  Westerville  Computer Science  Honors
OANA MARIANA STELEA  Olmsted Falls  Mathematics
CHRISTINA PRISCILLA STERN  Cincinnati  Communication Studies / English
JASON MICHAEL STORCK  Wooster  History  Honors
NATHANIEL EDWARD STRICKLER  Peoria, Illinois  Sociology  Honors
BRENT ALLEN STYPCZYNSKI  Berea  English
MICHAEL PAUL SUSZTER  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Biochemistry
ROBERT SPENCER SWEET  Berea  Biology
MEGAN A. TARRANT  Carlisle, Pennsylvania  English
MARIA ELISE TASKER  Wyoming, Michigan  Psychology
JASON JOHN THOMAS  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Art History
KATHRYN DAVIS TISSUE  Lansing, West Virginia  Psychology
BRADLEY JOHN TOWNSEND II  Fredricktown  History
HEATHER SUE TRUBE  Millersburg  History
AMY MARIE TSACOUMANGOS  Amherst  Chemistry
MICHELE R. TURKO  Wooster  English
REBECCA JANE TURNER  Wooster  Sociology
JEFFREY RYAN TYMOWICZ Albion, Michigan Communication Studies
JAMES WILSON TYREE III Clyde History
MARK ALEXANDER UNROE Marietta Biochemistry
SONIA UDAY VAIDIYA Pune, India International Relations Honors
HEATHER VAN ALMEN North Canton Political Science
ANDREA MARIE VANCE Mount Vernon English
BRADLEY THOMAS VANCE Ney Business Economics
JONATHAN RAYMOND VANDERPLOUGH Cincinnati Archaeology
KATHERINE ELIZABETH VARNEY Westbrook, Maine Communication Studies
AARON GABRIEL VASQUEZ Austin, Texas Studio Art
KENNETH MICHAEL WALCZAK Hudson Comparative Literature Honors
D'LOREYN NIKOLE WALKER* Pickerington Computer Science
BROCK ALLEN WANLESS Wauseon Political Science
ALLEN JAY WARD Barnesville History Honors
MELANIE KAY WARDLAW* Strongsville Philosophy
ALEASHIA SIOBHAN WASHINGTON Jackson, Mississippi Biochemistry
       The Willian A. Galpin Award, 1st
CHRISTINA NOELLE WASILUK Howard Communication Studies
BRIAN PATRICK WATKINS Uhrichsville History
EMILY ELISABETH WELTY Three Rivers, Michigan Religious Studies Honors
JENNIFER CHRISTINE WEST Vermilion Biology
ANDREW JAMES WESTBURY Champaign, Illinois History
MEGAN WELLS WHINERY Chillicothe English/Classical Studies Honors
JENNIFER RUTH WHITE Maryville, Tennessee Chemistry
CARRIE LEANNE WILES Brewster English Honors
LATECIA EILEEN WILES Creston Philosophy/Anthropology – Honors
TRISHA ANN WILES Sterling Mathematics
R'LAYMONE HANIF WILKERSOY Youngstown Economics
NATHAN ANDREW WILKINSON Columbus English Honors
CARRIE ANN WILLIAMS Mentor Physics
JAMIE JO WILLIAMSON Massillon Sociology
ALLISON ESTELLE WILMOT Paxton, Massachusetts Theatre Honors
ALYSSA LEE WILMOT Broadview Heights Philosophy Honors
PETER DANIEL LAPE WILSON Columbus Spanish
AARON WOLOFF Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Communication Studies
Cammie Marie Wright*  Lorain  Computer Science
Hayley Blake Wrubel  Half Moon Bay, California  Philosophy
Elizabeth Ann Wunderley  Brunswick  Studio Art
David Israel Yokley  Maple Heights  Communication Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Young  Lima  Religious Studies
Alexia Charlotte Zdral  Sewickley, Pennsylvania  Religious Studies
Julie Ann Zeller  Defiance  Chemistry  Honors
Timothy Richard Ziegler  North Canton  Religious Studies  Honors

Bachelor of Music
Kevin Stuart Himes  Dalton  Performance  Honors
Kathryn Gail Quimby  Williamsville, New York  Music History / Literature

Bachelor of Music Education
Margaret Lawther Foot  Red Wing, Minnesota  Public School Teaching  Honors
Marshall David Jones  Berea  Public School Teaching
Amanda Kay Kriska  Columbus  Public School Teaching  Honors
Cameron Dawn Smith  Toledo  Music Therapy
Emily Katherine Smith  La Grange, Georgia  Music Therapy
Ahren John-Jaden Stock  Saint Louis, Missouri  Public School Teaching  Honors

IN MEMORIAM
Mark Alan Kiper  Wooster, Ohio  
1977 - 1997

* Degree requirements to be completed during the summer of 2000.

Will be eligible for State of Ohio Teaching Certificate.

A single Old Gold cord indicates departmental honors. Black and Gold mix indicates Phi Beta Kappa membership.
THE LATIN HONORS

A widely recognized academic distinction, Latin Honors are based on overall grade point average in courses taken at the College: summa cum laude for 3.900 to 4.000, magna cum laude for 3.750 to 3.899, and cum laude for 3.500 to 3.749. To graduate summa cum laude, a student must also receive Honors on the Senior Independent Study.

Summa cum laude

CHRISTEN MARIE COYLE
MEGAN LEIGH DISHONG
RHIANNON LEE FINK
KEVIN STUART HIMES
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE

SHIV SIDDHANT NARAYAN KAUL
JAY MARTIN MACGREGOR
MARIE CHRISTINE SALUPO
EMILY ELISABETH WELTY
JULIE ANN ZELLER

Magna cum laude

JOSEPH WILLIAM BELYUSAR
MATTHEW MARK BURGER
JACOB ORIN BURT
MARJORIE J. CLAYMAN
JESSICA ERIN D'PLAGA
NICHOLAS BRANDON DUVAL
NORMAN DAVID HIRSCHY
JULIE CHRISTINE MARTIN
JOHN ROBERT MILLiken
BRIAN KENNETH MIROUS
ATEESHA FARAH MOHAMED
JANAK PAREKH

ADEN RUSSEL PAVKOV
KATHRYN ANN PRICE
NATHAN DANIEL SCHIFFRIK
NEVIN WILLIAM STEINDAM
AHREN JOHN-JADEN STOCK
JASON MICHAEL STORCK
NATHANIEL EDWARD STRICKLER
MARK ALEXANDER UNROE
KENNETH MICHAEL WALCZAK
MEGAN WELLS WHINERY
CARRIE ANN WILLIAMS
Cum laude

ANNALISE ALBRIGHT
JOSHUA WADE ANDERSON
RUDD JUDSON BARE III
AKHIL BHALLA
GEOFFREY ALLAN BONVALLET
DENISE MARIE BROWN
ADAM JOSEPH BUDD
HEIDI KAY ELIZABETH BUFFINGTON
SARA ELIZABETH BULTMAN
CARLYE ANN BURCHETT
JULIE KING BUSS
STACY RENEE CAMERON
LISA MARIE CARTER
NICCOLE CRYSTAL COOK
ALLISON MARLIES CORNETT
AMANDA C. COUTURE
HOLLY NICOLE DEEDS
SEAN JASON ENGLISH
ALADIN BERNARD FERIAN III
ADRIENNE MARIE FERRARO
MAURA ANNE FINN
MARGARET LAWThER FOOT
DAVID JON FRANCIS
BENJAMIN ADAM GARTRELL
ELIZABETH KATHERINE GILL
AMY LYNN GRAHAM
SCOTT CAMERON GREENAWAY
STEPHANIE JOAN HAMMER

JENNIFER LEAH HAYMAN
KATHERINE SUZANNE HERSHOFF
MEGAN FAIRFIELD HOOKER
MARY BETH IMMORMINO
MATTHEW REED KING
AMANDA KAY KRISKA
TONDA VICTORIA LEE
NICHOLAS GLADSTONE LEWELLEN
WHITNEY BROOKE MARSH
CHRISTOPHER THEODORE MATSOS
CAREY RENEE MCGILLIARD
JULIA CATHERINE MUSSON
SMITA NARAYAN
KATHRYN GAIL QUIMBY
ELIZABETH CONRAD REITER
PAUL THOMAS RICHLOVSKY
KRISHNA SARBADHIKARI
ADAM MICHAEL SCHWARTZ
SCOTT OLIVER SHEETS
HEATHER ANNE STAUFFER
SONIA UDAY VAIDYA
ALLEN JAY WARD
ALEASHIA SIOBHAN WASHINGTON
JENNIFER CHRISTINE WEST
CARRIE LEANNE WILES
NATHAN ANDREW WILKINSON
ALLISON ESTELLE WILMOT
ALYSSA LEE WILMOT
Prizes

THE JONAS O. NOTESTEIN PRIZE
Christen Marie Coyle

THE WILLIAM A. GALPIN AWARDS FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE IN COLLEGE WORK

Women
Aleashia Siobhan Washington, 1st  Adrienne Marie Ferraro, 2nd

Men
Janak Parekh, 1st  Ian James Lauer and Matthew Steven Mahaffey, 2nd

THE DAN F. LOCKHART OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD
Jennifer Leah Hayman

THE G. JULIAN LATHROP MEMORIAL AWARD
Christen Marie Coyle

THE PARKER MYERS MEMORIAL AWARD
Emily Elisabeth Welty

THE WILLIAM WALLACE CHAPPELL — ELIZABETH DALTON MEMORIAL PRIZE
Adrienne Marie Ferraro

THE VIVIAN L. HOLLIDAY PRIZE
Niccole Crystal Cook

THE DONALD R. MACKENZIE PRIZE IN ART
Elizabeth Ann Rundorff

THE NETTA STRAIN SCOTT PRIZE IN ART
Maura Anne Finn and Kathryn Ann Price, Art History

THE DAVID A. GULDIN AWARD
Aleashia Siobhan Washington, Women  Ian James Lauer, Men

THE MANGES ATHLETIC PRIZE
Leah Brooke Becki, Women  John Calvin Ellenwood and Reginald Ray, Men

THE MARIA SEXTON AWARD
Jennifer Leah Hayman

THE HORACE N. MATEER PRIZE IN BIOLOGY
Julie Christine Martin

THE KAREN DIANE CROSS MEMORIAL AWARD
Julie King Buss

THE SISODIA-WILLIAMS PRIZE IN BIOCHEMISTRY
Nicholas Brandon DuVall

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS FOUNDATION AWARD
Aladin Bernard Ferian
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY SENIOR AWARD
   Julie King Buss and Julie Ann Zeller

THE WILLIAM Z. BENNETT PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
   Julie Ann Zeller

THE MERCK INDEX AWARD
   Denise Marie Brown

THE WILLIAM BYRON ROSS MEMORIAL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
   Nicholas Gladstone Lewellen and Julie Ann Zeller

THE JOSEPH E. WEBER PRE-MEDICAL AWARD
   Jay Martin MacGregor

THE FRANK HEWITT COWLES MEMORIAL PRIZE IN CLASSICS
   Megan Wells Whinery

THE INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY FOUNDATION BUSINESS ECONOMICS PRIZE
   Aden Russel Pavkov

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE ECONOMICS PRIZE
   Shiv Siddhant Narayan Kaul

THE WILLIAM EDGAR HOFFMAN, JR. PRIZE IN EDUCATION
   Elizabeth Conrad Reiter

THE WHITNEY E. STONEBURNER MEMORIAL PRIZE IN EDUCATION
   Peter James Kurty and Whitney Brooke Marsh

THE VONNA HICKS ADRIAN POETRY PRIZE
   Paul Thomas Richlovsky, David Jon Francis, Kathryn Michelle Hoffman,
   Chemeli Tuiya Kipkorir, Megan A. Tarrant, Nathan Andrew Wilkinson, Poetry

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS/
   CORA OWLETT LATZER PRIZE
   Paul Thomas Richlovsky

THE DONALDSON PRIZES
   David Jon Francis, Elizabeth Conrad Reiter, Kenneth Michael Walczak,
   Matthew Mace Barbee, Fiction
   Adam Joseph Budd, Personal Essay

THE WALDO H. DUNN PRIZE IN ENGLISH
   Nathan Andrew Wilkinson

THE PAUL Q. WHITE PRIZE IN ENGLISH
   Marie Christine Salupo

THE JOHN W. O'LTHOUSE PRIZE IN FRENCH
   Jessica Erin DuPlaga

THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH HISTORY PRIZE
   Marjorie J. Clayman
THE AILEEN DUNHAM PRIZE IN HISTORY
Jacob Orin Burt, Jason Michael Storck and Allen Jay Ward

THE WILLIAM H. WILSON PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS
Jennifer Anne Leete

THE PI KAPPA LAMBDA PRIZE IN MUSIC
Kevin Stuart Himes and Amanda Kay Kriska

THE JOHN F. MILLER PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY
John Robert Milliken

THE ARTHUR H. COMPTON PRIZE IN PHYSICS
Geoffrey Allan Bonvallet and Sean Jason English

THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH GOVERNMENT PRIZE
Matthew Mark Burger and Anna Elizabeth Jenks

THE FRANK MILLER PRIZE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Rebecca Vaughn Gardner and Lara Yoder Nafziger

THE GORDON LICHTY SHULL PRIZE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Abdi Noor Ali and Sonia Uday Vaidya

THE DAVID L. CARPENTER PRE-LAW PRIZE
Kenneth Michael Walczak

THE ROLAND H. DEL MAR PRIZE IN SPANISH
Christen Marie Coyle

THE DELBERT G. LEAN PRIZE IN SPEECH
Christina Priscilla Stern

THE EMERSON MILLER MEMORIAL PRIZE IN SPEECH
Katherine Elizabeth Varney

THE CUMMINGS-RUMBAUGH SPEECH AND DRAMATICS PRIZE
Ryan Elizabeth Clark and Jeffrey Ryan Tymowicz, *Speech*
Rhiannon Lee Fink, *Dramatics*

THE WILLIAM C. CRAIG THEATRE PRIZE
Annalise Albright and Craig Stephen Dorer

THE EDWARD McCREIGHT PRIZE IN DRAMATICS
Adam Scott Howarth and Caroline Elizabeth Mulcahy

THE JAMES R. TURNER PRIZE IN WOMEN'S STUDIES
Jessica Erin DuPlaga and Carmen Jean Hotvedt

CAMPUS COUNCIL LEADERSHIP AWARD
Adrienne Marie Ferraro, David Jon Francis, Kevin Paul Godburn,
Jennifer Leah Hayman, Carmen Jean Hotvedt, Tonda Victoria Lee,
Matthew Steven Mahaffey, Shawn Derrick Marks, Ryan T. Pedon,
Katherine Elizabeth Varney, Allen Jay Ward, and Aleashia Siobhan Washington
Phi Beta Kappa

JOSHUA WADE ANDERSON
*JUDSON BARE
*JOSEPH WILLIAM BELYUSAR
DENISE MARIE BROWN
MATTHEW MARK BURGER
JACOB ORIN BURT
LISA MARIE CARTER
*MARJORIE J. CLAYMAN
NICCOLE CRYSTAL COOK
ALLISON MARLIES CORNETT
CHRISTEN MARIE COYLE
*MEGAN LEIGH D’HONG
JESSICA ERIN DuPLAGA
NICHOLAS BRANDON DuVALL
ADRIENNE MARIE FERRARO
*RHIANNON LEE FINK
AMY LYNN GRAHAM
NORMAN DAVID HIRSCHY
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE
*SHIV SIDDHANT NARAYAN KAUL
MATTHEW REED KING
*JAY MARTIN MacGREGOR
WHITNEY BROOKE MARSH
JULIE CHRISTINE MARTIN
CHRISTOPHER THEODORE MATSOS
JOHN ROBERT MILLIKEN
*BRIAN KENNETH MIROUS
ATEESHA FARAH MOHAMED
JULIA CATHERINE MUSSON
*SMITA NARAYAN
JANAK PAREKH
ADEN RUSSEL PAVKOV
KATHRYN ANN PRICE
ELIZABETH CONRAD REITER
MARIE CHRISTINE SALUPO
*NEVIN WILLIAM STEINDAM
*NATHANIEL EDWARD STRICKLER
JASON MICHAEL STORCK
MARK ALEXANDER UNROE
KENNETH MICHAEL WALCZAK
*EMILY ELISABETH WELTY
MEGAN WELLS WHINERY
*JULIE ANN ZELLER

* Election on the basis of junior standing

Alpha Kappa Delta (Sociology)
WHITNEY BROOKE MARSH
NATHANIEL EDWARD STRICKLER

Eta Sigma Phi (Classics)
PETER WELLS PETERSEN ANDERSON
JACOB ORIN BURT
JASON EDWARD CRAWFORD
CHERYL RENEE FARNEY
JOHN ROBERT MILLIKEN
HEATHER SUE TRUBEE
ALEX JAY WARD
MEGAN WELLS WHINERY

Lambda Alpha (Anthropology)
ALLISON MARLIES CORNETT
MEGAN LEIGH D’HONG
RHIANNON LEE FINK
MARY BETH IMMOMINO
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE
KRISHNA SARBADHIKARI

Lambda Pi Eta (Communication)
RYAN ELIZABETH CLARK
CHRISTINA PRISCILLA STERN
JEFFREY RYAN TYMOWICZ

Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)
NATHANIEL CHRISTIAN BAYER
TOMISLAV CVJETKOVIC
HOLLY NICOLE DEEDS
ADRIENNE MARIE FERRARO
JACQUELYN MARIE GRAY
NORMAN DAVID HIRSCHY
SHIV SIDDHANT NARAYAN KAUL
CHARLES STEPHEN KNAPKE
ATEESHA FARAH MOHAMED
JANAK PAREKH
ADEN RUSSEL PAVKOV
KATHERINE GAIL PEASE
AMANDA TAYLOR REARICK
BRADLEY THOMAS VANCE
Phi Sigma Iota (Romance Languages)
SARA ELIZABETH BULTMAN
JESSICA ERIN DUPLAGA
EMILY SUSAN FLEMING
ELIZABETH KATHERINE GILL
KATHERINE SUZANNE HERSHOFF
NORMAN DAVID HIRSCHY
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE
HEATHER ANNE STAUFFER
KENNETH MICHAEL WALCZAK

Phi Sigma Tau (Philosophy)
JOSHUA WADE ANDERSON
AMANDA C. COUTURE
CHAUDHRY ISHTIAQ GHAFOOR
AMY LYNN GRAHAM
JOHN ROBERT MILLIKEN
KATHERINE GAIL PEASE
JODY KEITH PRICE
LATECIA EILEEN WILES
ALYSSA LEE WILMOT
HAYLEY BLAKE WRUBEL

Pi Kappa Lambda (Music)
KEVIN STUART HIMES

Psi Chi (Psychology)
JENNIFER LEAH HAYMAN

Sigma Delta Pi (Spanish)
SHAWN TARA BERNER
SARA ELIZABETH BULTMAN
ANGELA KATHLEEN JOYCE
HEATHER ANNE STAUFFER
NEVIN WILLIAM STEINDAM
Awards to Seniors During the Year

THE MARY SANBORN ALLEN PRIZE  Jessica Erin DuPlaga (*French*)
Norman David Hirschy (*German*)

THE HAROLD G. AND HELEN F. ARNOLD SCHOLARSHIP FUND  Elizabeth Katherine Gill

THE WILLIS C. BEHOTEUY PRIZE IN FRENCH  Jessica Erin DuPlaga

THE ROBERT G. BONE HISTORY PRIZE  Nicole Crystal Cook

THE ROBERT JAMES BROWN MEMORIAL PEACE PRIZE  Emily Elisabeth Welty

THE URFLENE F. BROWN SCHOLARSHIP IN THE PERFORMING ARTS  Justine Alexandria Carr

THE THOMAS D. CLARESON PRIZE IN ENGLISH  Megan Wells Whinery
Nathan Andrew Wilkinson

JAMES KENDALL CUNNINGHAM MEMORIAL PRIZE  Christen Marie Coyle

THE DOROTHY REID DALZELL AWARD  Carmen Jean Hotvedt

THE RAYMOND R. DAY PRIZE IN URBAN STUDIES  Tonda Victoria Lee

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY FOUNDATION PRIZE  Amy Lynn Graham

THE D. IVAN DYKSTRA PHILOSOPHY ROUNDTABLE BOOK PRIZE  John Robert Milliken
Alyssa Lee Wilmot

THE JOHN D. FACKLER AWARD  Rebecca Adele Clark

THE JAMES R. FINNEY PRIZE  Christopher Theodore Matsos

THE MAHESH K. GARG PRIZE IN PHYSICS  Sean Jason English

THE GERMAN DEPARTMENT BOOK PRIZE  Lisa Marie Carter

THE FRANCES GUILLE-SECOR MEMORIAL FUND  Jessica Erin DuPlaga

THE DAVID A. GULDIN AWARD IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY  Angela Kathleen Joyce

THE WILLIAM A. HANNA PRIZE IN ASIAN STUDIES  Elizabeth Katherine Gill

THE JEAN WATERBURY HOWLETT ENOWED SCHOLARSHIP  Jessica Erin DuPlaga
Marie Christine Salupo

THE REMY JOHNSTON MEMORIAL PRIZE IN PHILOSOPHY  Latecia Eileen Wiles
Hayley Blake Wrubel

THE PAUL EVANS LAMELE SCHOLARSHIP IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES  Matthew Mark Burger
Angela Kathleen Joyce

THE LEWIS L. LaSHELL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP  Benjamin Adam Gartrell

THE ABRAHAM LINCOLN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP  D’Loreyn Nikole Walker
Aleashia Siobhan Washington
THE ALICE HUTCHISON LYTLE BIOLOGY AWARD  Julie Christine Martin
THE ROBERT W. MCDOWELL PRIZE IN GEOLOGY  Allison Marlies Cornett
THE CHARLES B. MOKE PRIZE  Amanda Cook
       Ryan Patrick McAllister
THE TOM NEISWANDER MEMORIAL AWARD  Matthew Steven Mahaffey
THE PHI BETA KAPPA PRIZE  Megan Leigh Dishong
       Jay Martin MacGregor
PRESSER FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP  Ahren John-Jaden Stock
THE HELEN SECREST SCHOLARSHIP  Adrienne Marie Ferraro
THE ATLEE L. STROUP PRIZE IN SOCIOLOGY  Megan Leigh Dishong
THE SWAN PRIZE  Carmen Jean Hotvedt
THE LESLIE GORDON TAIT SCHOLARSHIP  Christopher Theodore Matsos
THE JAMES R. TURNER PRIZE IN HISTORY  Allen Jay Ward
THE FRANCIS AND ELIZABETH TWINEM PRIZE  Julie Ann Zeller
THE FRANCIS AND ELIZABETH TWINEM SCHOLARSHIP  Benjamin Adam Gartrell
THE RICARDO VALENCIA PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE IN THE
       DEPARTMENT OF SPANISH  Angela Kathleen Joyce
THE JOSEPH F. VOJIR SCHOLARSHIP  Kathryn Gail Quimby
THE CARY R. WAGNER PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY  Brian Kenneth Mirous
THE ELIZABETH SIDWELL WAGNER PRIZE IN MATHEMATICS  Jennifer Anne Leete
THE DR. JOHN GARDNER WEEKS SCHOLARSHIP FUND  Aleashia Siobhan Washington
THE THEODORE WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP  Whitney Brooke Marsh
THE ROBERT E. WILSON AWARD  Aladin Bernard Ferian
       Kristy Lynn Schavolt
THE WOMEN’S ADVISORY BOARD SCHOLARSHIP  Niccole Crystal Cook
       Aleashia Siobhan Washington
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About Academic Costume

The gathering of the College family this May morning is the present expression of a living tradition and thus forms the visible symbol of four years of joint partnership in the continuing search which is education. That we respect the past by using its form and regalia at the moment of transition to the future is simply our witness to the world that ‘what is past is prologue.’

The wearing of caps and gowns is basically an old English custom. The custom still used today has its origin in the type of dress worn during the twelfth century by all classes. The cloak, with its attached hood, was worn over a long, flowing robe for protection from the weather. In the thirteenth century the hood appeared as a separate article of dress, a kind of pointed bag with an oval opening for the face, the long point hanging down behind.

Scholars in the medieval universities, during the early years after their founding, wore the same type of clothing as everyone else — gowns, cloaks with hoods attached or separate, and caps. Over the years the apparel of scholars changed in detail to differentiate the degrees of learning and the various faculties. As general public styles changed, scholars retained their own styles, which were established by university rules. As an Oxford enactment of 1358 put it, ‘it is honourable and in accordance with reason that clerks to whom God has given an advantage over the lay folk in their adornments within, should likewise differ from the lay folk without.’

The hood, while serving as a badge to distinguish the degree held by the scholar, also served some practical function as an article of dress — ‘whereas reason bids that the varieties of costume should correspond to the ordering of the seasons. . . . it is henceforth allowed that from Easter to All Saints’ Day graduates may wear silken hoods instead of fur ones.’

The origin of the use of the cap as part of the degree ceremony is not clear, but at Oxford the M.A. cap was the sign of a scholar’s independence, as under Roman law a slave was freed by being allowed to put on a cap. There is no agreement on the reason for the shape of the square ‘mortarboard’ style used today, but The Ballad of the Caps (1564) has it that ‘Tis square like scholars and their books: The rest are round but this is square, To shew that they more stable are.’

The English heritage has been reflected in American academic costume from colonial times, particularly at Columbia (King’s College), Yale, and a number of others. Around 1885 a widespread student movement introduced the wearing of caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. Present practice largely follows the code of an intercollegiate commission of 1895, as revised over the years.

The mortarboard cap is standard. The tassel may be black for any degree, or in the color of the major field of learning in which the degree has been granted. Gold tassels are worn only by doctors.

Gowns are black and fall in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. The master’s gown has long closed sleeves with openings at the wrist. The doctor’s gown has velvet panels down the front and around the neck, with three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. Harvard permits a crimson doctor’s gown, Yale allows blue for both the masters and doctors, Princeton uses a black gown with orange hashmarks and sleeve lining, and other institutions likewise have special gowns.

The hood shows by its size, width of trimming and shape the level of the degree held. The area of learning in which it was given is indicated by the color of the velvet trimming — white for Arts, Letters and Humanities; green for Medicine; pink for Music; dark blue for Philosophy; golden yellow for Science; scarlet for Theology, etc. The institution granting the degree is identified by the color and pattern of the satin lining which drapes outward from the center of the hood. Foreign universities follow their own systems, e.g., the Sorbonne (Paris) designates its doctor’s degree by a scarf trimmed in white fur.
Flowers for the 2000 Commencement have been given in memory of ESTHER MAE GRABER '34, Director of Food Service 1947 to 1970, and at the time of her retirement in June 1977, Manager of The Wooster Inn.
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